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PLURILINGUALISM IN THE NORWEGIAN LANGUAGE CONTEXT 
 
 
 
The language context 
 
If we start by looking at the language context, Norway is not the homogeneous society it may 
seem. In fact, it is a multilingual country in which many languages are spoken. This is not just 
a question of the presence of Sami and other indigenous groups or the ability of most 
Norwegians to communicate in English.   
 
According to the latest statistics, 155 different languages are spoken as first languages by 
students who attend compulsory education in Norway. The languages indigenous to Norway; 
the two official varieties of written Norwegian (first-choice Norwegian or bokmål and second-
choice Norwegian or nynorsk), various Sami languages, Kven/Finnish, Roma and Romani are 
obviously included, but the most frequent used mother tongues of immigrants, such as Urdu, 
Vietnamese and Albanian, also deserve attention. First-generation immigrants and children 
born in Norway to parents born abroad, account for nearly 10 % of the population. Over 30 % 
of the whole school population in Oslo is made up of children representing new linguistic 
minorities, the proportion decreasing the further north one goes. 
 
English is compulsory from the first grade and throughout the first year of upper secondary 
education and training. At lower secondary level students can choose between a second 
foreign language or in-depth study of English or Norwegian. All schools must offer either 
German, French, Spanish or Russian. Finnish and Sami – the latter also being the second 
official language with its own curriculum - are offered as second languages. 
  
Here I would like to quote from the Language Education Policy Profile for Norway 
(Strasbourg-Oslo June 2004): “Although they are largely not aware of it, and value it little, 
Norwegians are plurilingual already”. 
 
This is so as actually, at the end of ten years of compulsory education, all young Norwegians 
have at least: 

• An ability to read and write in two varieties of Norwegian 
• An ability to use a spoken variety of Norwegian and understand other people speaking 

their own variety 
• Productive and receptive competencies in written and spoken English 
• Receptive competence in spoken and written forms of Swedish and Danish 

 
And some have in addition one or more of the following: 

• Comprehension in at least one variety of Sami or Finnish 
• Comprehension in a second foreign langue 
• Comprehension in one of the many recently arrived languages (often from another 

continent and language family) 
 
 
 
 



Reform and the Language curriculum 

 

Knowledge Promotion (kunnskapsløftet) is the latest reform in 
primary and lower secondary education and training. The reform 
is being implemented this autumn for pupils in grades 1-9 at the 
basic school and for pupils in the first year of the upper secondary 
school, i.e. the 11th grade. 

The goal of Knowledge Promotion is to develop basic skills that 
will enable students to actively participate in the knowledge society. Language 
skills are central to the reform, to the extent that it has been called a literacy 
reform. This implies: 

• New national curricula for all subjects, with competence aims clearly 
indicating what pupils and apprentices are expected to learn 

• Basic skills to be strengthened through competence aims for oral, reading, 
writing and digital skills across the curriculum.  

• Reading and writing are emphasized from the first grade  

• At lower secondary level students can choose between a second foreign 
language or an in-depth study of English or Norwegian. 

 

2    Similarities and differences between competence aims in national subject 
curricula for Norwegian and English.  

 

Languages of Education: Norwegian and English 

The Norwegian curriculum is national in the sense that it gives all students a 
statutory right to an education which will lead to gradual mastery of all the 
competence aims of the subject curriculum, including a right to a minimum of 
teaching hours. As for all subjects in the National Curriculum, the curricula for the 
Norwegian Language and for English consist of the same five elements. I will here 
comment on two of the elements, the first being: 

1 The objectives of the subject 

This part describes the importance of the subject for the individual as well for 
society in general. The subjects’ contribution to developing “Bildung” and 
citizenship are clearly stated for both subjects: 

Norwegian: A major aim for the teaching of Norwegian throughout the 13 years of 
schooling is linguistic confidence and belief in one’s own culture as the basis of 
developing identity, respect for other cultures, active social participation and 
lifelong learning. 

English: Thus English as a school subject is both a tool and a way of gaining 
knowledge and personal insight. It will enable the pupils to communicate with 
others on personal, social, literary and interdisciplinary topics.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



The objectives and competence aims of the subjects emphasize that language 
acquisition and learning can not be separated from critical thinking and linguistic 
awareness and must include knowledge, skills, abilities to learn and existential 
competence. 

Five basic skills have been included across the curriculum: 

- Being able to express oneself orally and in writing 

- being able to read 

- being able to do mathematics 

- being able to use digital tools  

This acknowledges the fact that language education does not only take place in 
specific subjects explicitly defined and refined and reserved for it, but also in each 
and every subject in school. This allows for the development and extension of 
language skills into subject specific ways of thinking and communicating. 

Let me give you a couple of examples: 

• Prepare visual presentations of two or more river cultures using digital tools 
(History, after year 7) 

• Describe and interpret graphic representations of statistics and other data 
(English, after Year 10) 

Since the new curriculum was introduced only this August, we do not yet have any 
examples of how these cross-curricular skills will be assessed. Neither do we have 
knowledge of how teachers of subjects other than languages deal with what is in 
fact integrated language learning, with subject specific competences and tasks. We 
have only just started this process, which certainly will require sustained 
consideration.  

Competence aims from Year 2 through upper secondary 

The competence aims are phrased in a way that requires knowledge as well as skills 
and independent judgement for a student to fully achieve them. Let me give you 
three examples: 

Example 1: 

• Discuss characters and plots in fairytales and stories (Norwegian, after Year 
2) 

• Express thoughts and emotions in the encounter with English-language 
literature and children’s culture (English, after Year 4) 

Example 2: 

• Discuss some aesthetic techniques in multi-modal texts. (Norwegian, after 
Year 4) 



• Use digital tools to find information and to prepare texts. (English, after 
Year 7) 

Example 3: 

• Present results of in-depth studies of three selected topics: an author, a 
literary theme and a language topic. (Norwegian, after Year 10) 

• Read and discuss a representative selection of literary texts from the genres 
poetry, short stories, novels and drama from the English-speaking world. 
(English, after year 7) 

 

Time does not allow me to give more examples, but a closer study of the 
curriculum will show that language competence is defined in broad terms to include 
cultural competence, developing a language for learning, oral communication, 
reading and writing, abilities for interpretation and reasoning, for analysing oral 
and written texts in different media, developing awareness of other cultures and 
text forms, understanding how choice of words, style and expressions create 
different meanings, developing notions of concepts and genres in different 
scientific and artistic areas, as well as in the areas of information and entertainment 

The place of literature in the curriculum 

As the examples show, the approach is an integrated communicative approach to 
language and literature, which is also reflected in the other subject curricula for 
languages, both Languages of Schooling (Norwegian, Sami) and Foreign 
Languages in the national curriculum.  

The example from the Norwegian Language curriculum, Year 7, exemplifies an 
explicit creative and imaginative dimension, and a recent, comprehensive study on 
writing skills shows that Norwegian 15-year old students, especially girls, score 
higher when they write freely and imaginatively than when they write factual texts. 

Although literary texts and theory is dealt with in particular in the main area 
Language and culture (Norwegian) and Culture, society and literature (English) 
the development of the skills of talking, writing about and creating literary texts are 
integrated into all the main areas. There is no literary canon as such, but as these 
examples from upper secondary level show, the aims presuppose knowledge of this 
field: 

• Interpret and reflect upon content, form and purpose in a representative 
selection of contemporary texts, fiction and factual prose in the first-choice 
and second-choice Norwegian languages and in translation from the Sami 
language (Norwegian, after first year of upper secondary education) 

• Discuss a selection of literary text in English from various regions of the 
world and from different periods from the 1500s up to the present. (English, 
after first year of upper secondary education) 

• It is the responsibility of the teacher, in collaboration with his or her 
students, to choose a representative selection of texts.   



5  Subject assessment  

The subject curriculum describes subject assessment (grades) and examination after 
lower secondary education (Year 10) and upper secondary education.  

From Year 1 – 7 only informal assessment without grades is given. The emphasis is 
on assessment for learning. The subject curricula do not prescribe specific methods, 
although the subject curricula for English and other foreign languages encourage 
the use of language portfolios.  

After Year 10 and after upper secondary education achievement grades are given: 
for written and oral performance. These are the grades that will appear on the 
student’s CV/testimonial. 

After Year 10 and after the first year (English)/third year (Norwegian) students may 
be selected for centrally given written examinations. Pupils may also be selected 
for a locally prepared oral examination. 

All competence aims for the relevant level may be tested at the examinations. 

From 2007 there will be national evaluations of students’ skills in reading 
Norwegian, reading English and mathematics after Year 5 and Year 8. The results 
of these tests will not be available at student level, but the aim is to evaluate and 
monitor the quality of the education and provide feedback to school, regional and 
national levels. 

 

Towards a comprehensive view of language policy and language education 

A recent example may serve as a further illustration of the convergence between 
language curricula. From this autumn, students in lower secondary education can 
choose between the study of a second foreign language or an in-depth study of 
English or Norwegian. All the three language subjects have the same allotment of 
hours and the same provision for assessment and examination. Since all three 
subjects are equal in status, which means that the grade given after Year 10 will 
count when a student applies for admission to the upper secondary school of his or 
her choice, it has been the Ministry’s concern that the design of the two subject 
curricula be as similar as possible.   

Some competence aims are identical to both plans, such as: 

• Explore and discuss how digital media influence and change language and 
communication (Exploring language and text)  

• Read and present fiction and factual texts of your choice (Text and 
meaning) 

 
Some are extended in the Norwegian curriculum: 

• Convey media headlines/texts of your own choice and present your own 
texts in different media (Text and meaning, English curriculum)  

• Convey and comment on media headlines/texts of your own choice and 
present your own texts in different media (Text and meaning, Norwegian 
curriculum) 



As this presentation will have shown, Norway has taken steps in the direction of 
integrating language competences into subjects across the curriculum.   
The next major step to be taken is a White Paper on language education and 
language policies which will be presented to Parliament in the spring of 2007. The 
White Paper will discuss how all citizens’ rights to language education can be 
further secured and how the education system can meet the challenge of providing 
high quality language education in the languages of schooling as well as in the 
mother tongue and foreign languages to all students. 
 
Measures to be discussed will be how national support structures, such as subject 
curricula, teacher education, national resource centres and action plans, can 
contribute to developing the learner’s full potential for plurilingualism. We see the 
need to develop a more comprehensive view on language education and language 
policy to include all languages of education. 

 
 


